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Why use a knife gate valve?
Simply need isolation

Solids particulates in the media

Compact face to face

Cost effective for high alloys

Low head loss



Knife Gate Standards

MSS-SP-81 = Standard Practice covers all stainless-steel or stainless-steel-lined, cast, or 
fabricated bonnetless, knife gate valves with flanged ends from size NPS 2 (DN 50) 
through NPS 36 (DN 900)

MSS-SP-151= This Standard Practice establishes requirements and acceptance criteria for 
shell and seat closure pressure testing of resilient, non-metallic (e.g. ceramic), and metal-
to-metal seated knife gate valves of all types.



Knife Gate Part Terminology

Port
Lug

Chest

Stem

Yoke/Superstructure/Mounting

Packing gland

Handwheel

Gate



Knife Gate Designs
Unidirectional
◦ Metal or resilient seated
◦ Pressure assisted sealing  
◦ Jams assist in sealing
◦ Potential guides for gate



Knife Gate Designs
Bidirectional
◦ Resilient seated
◦ Actuator force sealing
◦ Normally not used on dry media



Knife Gate Designs
Urethane Lined
◦ Bidirectional
◦ Urethane should line entire valve
◦ Good for abrasive applications
◦ Multiple urethanes for different chemicals



Packing Design
◦ Gate edge to match packing chamber profile

◦ Reduces pinch point of packing 
◦ Improves packing life

◦ Machined/Smooth packing chamber for uniform 
sealing of packing

◦ Anti-extrusion piece and energizing ring improve 
packing performance  



Knife Gate Applications
Pulp and Paper
◦ Pump isolation
◦ 3-4% Pulp stock
◦ Tight shut off not necessary Metal Seated 

Unidirectional
Resilient Seated 
Unidirectional

Resilient Seated 
Bidirectional



Knife Gate Applications
Liquid slurry and pneumatically conveyed dry 
material
◦ Pump isolation
◦ Hopper bottom isolation
◦ Drip tight or air tight seal is key



Knife Gate Applications
Dry material gravity flow
◦ Material shutoff required

If non-standing static column 
standard knife gate can be used 
installed SEAT UP.

If static standing column o-port 
gate should be used.





Knife Gate Installations
◦ Confirm bolt/stud length for valve ◦ Confirm correct bolt torque when installing valve 

in pipeline



Knife Gate Installations

◦ If valve is more than one bolt hole from vertical 
actuator supports are recommended.  



Any Questions?
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